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T he refugee crisis has 

brought populations 

all over Europe to a 

breaking point. Local 

populations, once welcoming, have 

lost their patience. This is plain to 

see on Chios, a Greek island sepa-

rated from Turkey by five kilome-

tres of water. Here, as elsewhere, 

local and refugee populations have 

co-existed for decades. 

Locals often look back to the 1990s 

and early 2000s when the first refu-

gees arrived on these shores. They 

speak of their offers of support, 

clothing and housing, and their cur-

rent frustration as they reflect on 

the prolonged impact on their com-

munities, businesses and liveli-

hoods. 

As a volunteer working with an 

educational NGO on this island, our 

work revolves around child refu-

gees. We spend our time away from 

the Greek population: collecting 

children from the camps; spending 

days inside our school buildings; 

and socialising amongst ourselves. 

We typically only meet other volun-

teers, who come from all over the 

globe - but few from Greece itself. 

We may have learnt Arabic and 

Persian, spoken French or Spanish, 

but after 5 months we know no 

more Greek than we did on arrival. 

With the recent announcement that 

the Greek government plans to take 

over all NGO operations from July, 

it remains to be seen who will be 

working with the refugees them-

selves. It’s true that there are some 

from Chios who volunteer them-

selves and seek to ameliorate cir-

cumstances. But they are few. At-

tacks by far-right parties occur with 

unfortunate frequency, but perhaps 

even more damaging is the growing 

impatience and intolerance of the 

wider population. On top of this, 

there is the often-misplaced resent-

ment of refugees towards Greeks, 

arising from their first encounters 

with the country. 

It is increasingly important, then, 

that we come to recognise the po-

tential of international volunteers as 

conduits between local and refugee 

populations, not just as bodies to fill 

the gaps left by the increasingly 

disenfranchised locals. As I spend 

longer here, it seems clear that we 

must use our positions, resources 

and skills to acts as intermediaries. 

Indeed, healing relationships be-

tween Greek locals and the migrant 

populations, who often wait months 

or even years for their asylum re-

quests, may be an aspect of the hu-

manitarian response that has been 

forgotten. 

This means taking practical steps to 

re-introduce and re-acquaint the 

long-term and short-term inhabit-

ants of Chios. As educationalists, 

this includes opening up our 

schools and centres to all, so that 

young people have the opportuni-

ties to learn together. It means using 

the incredibly diverse skill-sets of 

international volunteers to achieve a 

broader and far more ambitious 

social goal. Schools, hospitals and 

other state-run buildings continue to 

suffer from Greece’s economic cri-

ses of the past eight years, but by 

sharing our energy, creativity and 

resources with these institutions, we 

can continue to help our intended 

beneficiaries by improving the con-

ditions and experiences of all on the 

island. 

For example, this week at Be 

Aware and Share, we launched a 

new ‘Bar Bites’ initiative, whereby 

graduates of the organisation’s refu-

gee Cooking School produce small 

cookies and savoury snacks for a 

number of bars and cafes in Chios 

town. Affording some structure and 

activity to those waiting in the 

camps, the initiative makes good 

use of donation funding to cover the 

small production costs, whilst the 

cookies we provide to bars send out 

a message of cooperation in the 

spirit of conviviality. 

As we count down the weeks and 

months before the Greek State’s 

‘takeover’ on the Aegean islands, 

the role of the international volun-

teer has to change - or rather, it 

must take on an additional responsi-

bility. It is in fact irresponsible to 

work without reaching out to the 

communities in whose neighbour-

hoods we operate daily. We do a 

disservice not to seek out the soli-

darity and support of local popula-

tions, since when we leave, as we 

must, it is those who we first came 

to help who risk to lose the most. ■ 

The Role of the Volunteer in the Aegean 
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I  was barely a year 

old on June 30th, 

1997. In the final 

hours before China 

regained sovereignty at midnight, 

the last governor of Hong Kong, 

Chris Patten, gave his farewell ad-

dress on a windswept stage in the 

heart of the city. Amidst the pour-

ing rain, he offered a message of 

hope, promising that ‘Hong Kong's 

star will  continue to climb’. 

Twenty years on, that message 

couldn't be further from the truth 

for many Hongkongers. Hong Kong 

society is unbelievably fractured: 

inequality is rising, politics is at a 

stalemate, society has split into 

rival camps, and cries for independ-

ence are sounding in response to 

what many see as Chinese govern-

ment encroachment on freedoms. 

Fracture, of course, is not unique to 

Hong Kong — all around the 

world, deep societal divisions are 

being revealed with every election 

and referendum. For example, in 

the recent Turkish referendum, 

51.41% of voters supported turning 

Turkey into a presidential republic, 

granting President Erdogan more 

powers — more a display of deep 

fault lines than a resounding victo-

ry. Across Europe and the West 

too, with Donald Trump’s victory 

and Brexit, fracture is becoming not 

the exception but the norm. From 

the experience of an especially frac-

tured Hong Kong, I hope to high-

light the importance of two things 

that are paramount in assuaging 

tensions: communication and an 

independent judiciary. 

I’ll start with communication. 

Reaching across the divide and 

speaking to those who see things 

differently is very important. This 

may be obvious, but it is easier said 

than done — it is so natural, espe-

cially in a world dominated by so-

cial media, to remain in echo cham-

bers of opinion. This may not seem 

to be such a serious problem on an 

everyday level, but a consistent 

lack of proper communication can 

have dire consequences. 

The animosity between Hong Kong 

and Mainland China is no secret. 

On a political level, Hong Kong is 

divided into pro-Beijing and pro-

democracy camps; both sides refuse 

to work with the other, causing 

almost daily filibusters in the legis-

lature. On a personal level too, rela-

tions between Hongkongers and 

mainland Chinese citizens have 

reached a new low. Most young 

people in Hong Kong are second-

generation or (like me) third-

generation residents; most of our 

grandparents have vivid stories of 

leaving the mainland in search for a 

better life. It used to be that, in the 

past, Hongkongers were quite ac-

cepting of people from mainland 

China. The situation has completely 

changed post-1997: many 

Hongkongers despise people from 

mainland China, labelling them as 

‘locusts’ and blaming social prob-

lems on a generalised group of 

‘those mainlanders’. Fewer and 

fewer Hongkongers identify as Chi-

nese. Vocal mainland Chinese citi-

zens have responded to this animos-

ity, with one Beijing professor call-

ing Hongkongers ‘dogs of British 

imperialists’. Conflicts like these 

have harmed Hong Kong-China 

relations and have stopped Hong 

Kong and the rest of China from 

working together. 

The lack of proper communication 

between mainland China and Hong 

Kong has essentially created two 

echo chambers, with members of 

each misunderstanding the inten-

tions of the other. In Hong Kong, as 

in every society, we all need to 

reach beyond our comfort zones 

and engage with those who may 

have different views from us. It is 

simply not true that one side is 

completely rational, and the other 

completely irrational. By reaching 

out, we are actually closing an in-

formation gap — by understanding 

each other, we’re preventing our 

views from being twisted and ex-

ploited by agents with dubious in-

tent. In the context of Hong Kong, I 

am sure that Hong Kong-China 

relations can become far friendlier, 

and Hong Kong can go much fur-

ther, if only both sides could sym-

pathise with the difficulties of the 

other, and prevent themselves from 

being painted as the villain in the 

eyes of the other. 

The Rule of Law is also of para-

mount importance to the healing of 

societal fractures. In Hong Kong, 

an independent judiciary has be-

come an important arbiter between 

different societal interests, provid-

ing a peaceful means of solving 

disputes. Hong Kong society itself 

is divided between those who sup-

port Beijing and the establishment, 

and those who call for greater au-

tonomy and democracy. Differ-

ences have sharpened especially 

since the Umbrella Movement in 

2014, when pro-democracy activ-

ists and students occupied Central 

Hong Kong for 79 days, demanding 

that China quicken the pace of po-

litical reform. Since no concessions 

were won, the situation has since 

escalated, with several violent 

clashes between protesters and po-

lice. Recently, the government has 

moved to disqualify six pro-

autonomy elected MPs from the 

legislature on questionable legal 

grounds (i.e, government lawyers 

say their oaths were not taken 

properly), two of whom were suc-

cessfully removed. Many in Hong 

Kong consider the government and 

the bureaucracy to be thoroughly 

pro-Beijing, and relations between 

government and society have bro-

ken down considerably. 

Hong Kong’s judiciary, however, 

has shown considerable fairness 

and restraint in the midst of social 

tensions. In September 2016, the 

Eastern Magistrates Court rejected 

a government appeal to impose 

harsher sentences on the student 

leaders of the Occupy movement. 

In February 2017, the District Court 

convicted and sentenced to impris-

onment seven police officers who 

were filmed beating up a protester 

during the Occupy protests, a group 

which many Hongkongers assumed 

would ultimately escape the hand of 

the law. Foreign judges from other 

common law jurisdictions continue 

to serve in Hong Kong, ensuring 

that the judiciary adheres fairly to 

common law principles and practic-

es (the President of the UK Su-

preme Court Lord Neuberger sits as 

a non-permanent judge in Hong 

Kong’s Court of Final Appeal). 

Hong Kong’s judiciary has to a 

fairly large degree assuaged ten-

sions that could have erupted into 

violence. Other independent judici-

aries upholding the Rule of Law 

have similar roles to play. Pursuant 

to this, we all have a responsibility 

to ensure the courts remain inde-

pendent. Hong Kong District Court 

Judge David Dufton, who presided 

over the trial of the seven police-

men, received online threats and 

abuse after sentencing — this sort 

of attack on the judiciary is unac-

ceptable, no matter what side one is 

on. 

The importance of communication 

and an independent judiciary to 

healing societal divides might seem 

obvious. But, precisely because it is 

so obvious, we should be careful 

not to overlook it. In Hong Kong, 

as in other places, talking to those 

with different views and supporting 

the fairness and independence of 

courts can make a very big differ-

ence.■ 

Jonathon Yeung 

A Divided Hong Kong: Lessons on Fracture 

France, in desperation, feels the angry hands 

Of left and right: Nice and Hebdo stoke the flames 

But Nature hates a vacuum. The baby Macron stands 

And joins the fray, refreshing politics’ worn-out games. 

 

A country in sleepless tumult continues to toss and turn 

As Europe, fearful, looks on with helpless frown 

Whilst Mélenchon’s fanatics choose politics to spurn 

And Hamon, Fillon totter: the old France tumbles down. 

 

He stands! And walks! And rises, on the move: 

Macron, fresh-faced, god-like, takes his throne. 

He speaks, triumphant, proud before the Louvre, 

Whilst Le Pen’s supporters, dejected, quietly moan.. 

 

In an uncertain Europe, fractured, rough and harsh, 

They echo Rimbaud: Assez ! voici la punition. – En marche ! 

Aidan Chivers 

Une Saison dans un enfer de Le Pen 

(with my apologies to A.R.) 



I n the oldest part of 

the city of Zagreb, 

just a street away 

from the iconic roof 

of St. Mark’s church, you can find the 

Museum of Broken Relationships. 

Zagreb does not have a shortage of 

museums but this one is relatively 

young and strikingly different: a con-

cept which splinters away from tradi-

tional ideas about a museum’s pur-

pose and contents. 

The museum (initially a travelling 

exhibition before finding a permanent 

home in 2010) was founded by two 

artists a few years after the breaking 

of their own relationship. At the time 

of the break-up, they had struggled to 

decide what to do with objects loaded 

with memories and meaning, joking 

that they were the sort of thing that 

belonged in a museum. A few years 

later, they put together an exhibition 

of just such things. 

And then it snowballed. The exhibi-

tion travelled all around the globe, 

and wherever it went people felt con-

nections and donated their own items, 

with their own  stories. 

The items on display range from the 

most predictable tokens of affection 

(a gingerbread biscuit, stuffed toys) to 

the more unexpected (an axe, a toast-

er, a wifi router). Some are recent; 

some are pieces of stories from many 

years ago about ordinary people 

caught up in globally significant war 

and conflict. Donations have travelled 

from all over the world, including 

objects from England, other parts of 

Croatia, the USA, the Netherlands, 

the Philippines, and Japan. 

More importantly, the museum 

doesn’t just deal with romantic rela-

tionships. Family ties and friendships 

can be broken too, after all. The mu-

seum also invites visitors to contrib-

ute, if they wish, to a large book of 

confessions. As you enter the exhibi-

tion, large text on the wall explains 

the ‘mission’ of the project: to offer 

an alternative to the usual destructive 

narratives surrounding the ending of 

relationships. The museum offers the 

opportunity to take your grief, heart-

break, anger, nostalgia, or whatever 

else you might feel, and push it to-

wards a creative project. 

The items alone are (for the most 

part) of little to no value. Nobody 

would normally be interested in see-

ing (let alone paying to see) a stuffed 

Snoopy toy - unless, perhaps, it were 

3017 and it could show the children 

of the future the primitive toys of an-

cient times. 

Often, it seems that items in museums 

earn their right to be there through 

value in terms of money, rarity, his-

torical significance, or use as educa-

tional tools. When it comes to dis-

plays of art, value and age still come 

into play but the picture is more com-

plex and subjective. Yet the value of 

this collection is found not in the 

items themselves, but in the stories 

attached to them. In this way, the mu-

seum reverses certain expectations 

visitors might have from traditional 

collections . The Mona Lisa doesn’t 

really need an accompanying label for 

visitors to know what it is and why 

it’s in the Louvre. Here, the roles are 

reversed and the label is most vital. 

The museum allows the donors a 

sense of closure, and the visitors a 

chance to empathise through the 

shared stories. From a kaleidoscope of 

scattered fragments of different bro-

ken relationships, a pattern emerges 

that suggests a sort of unity of human 

experience. Lots of people go through 

break-ups (of all kinds – not just ro-

mantic) or loss, which cause feelings 

of detachment and loneliness. When 

you’re going through the process, it 

can be easy to forget that other people 

have been there too. It can also be 

easy to forget that seemingly mun-

dane items not typically found in mu-

seums can have a great deal of emo-

tional value. The stories that come 

with them, when shared, can make a 

strong impact on others. 

So if you’re ever in Zagreb or Los 

Angeles (where there is another mu-

seum), or if you ever cross paths with 

one of the travelling exhibitions, 

check it out. It’s worth it – even if 

only to see how this concept is break-

ing away from our standard percep-

tion of what deserves to be catalogued 

and presented as ‘worth seeing’. ■ 

Examples from the Museum of Broken 

Relationships can be viewed online at 

https://brokenships.com/explore. 

Zagreb’s Museum of Break-Ups 
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X anda and I are 

meeting up in 

first week, 

perched on the 

steps of the Martyrs’ Monument with 

our takeaway paper cups in hand, 

making the most of the transitory 

British sunshine. In an effort to turn 

the conversation away from the loom-

ing threat of my Prelims, Xanda ven-

tures the extracurricular line of con-

versation. 

‘How did the thing you wrote about 

our Uni Parks conversation go 

down?’ she asks. 

I shrug. ‘Unfortunately it isn’t out yet. 

The editor fell into the Oxford work 

hole and didn’t manage to bring that 

issue out last term, but we’re all root-

ing for him to manage it this term.’ 

‘Ah, okay. Let me know how it goes 

down. Do you have any plans for oth-

er issues yet?’ 

‘Possibly.’ I take a tentative first sip 

of tea and burn all the taste buds off 

my tongue. I always misjudge that. 

Perhaps one day I will develop tongue 

calluses and be able to drink hot tea 

safely. ‘The first theme they’re ac-

cepting new writing for is Fracture.’ 

‘Hmm...’ Xanda seems able to drink 

tea without injuring herself. ‘You’ll 

get a lot of political polemicizing and 

universalist ecumenism for that.’ 

‘Yes, we will!’ I suck cold air onto 

my tongue. Why do I never learn to 

wait? ‘Can you think of any prompts 

for me?’ 

Xanda takes a moment, watching a 

crowd of tourists crossing over from 

Jimbob’s in the wake of a pink fla-

mingo umbrella. ‘You could talk 

about the Japanese art where they 

repair pottery with gold to demon-

strate that the piece is more beautiful 

for being broken.’ A moment later, 

Google provides the proper name. 

‘Kintsukuroi.’ 

‘That’s a good one.’ I watch the pink 

flamingos loiter around the base of 

the monument for a moment. ‘I could 

expand the metaphor of being broken 

into an inspiring, lyrical poem.’ 

‘You could certainly try,’ Xanda 

winks in response to my offended 

face. ‘The only problem I have with it 

is that Kintsukuroi implies the broken 

pot is unusual, that it is something 

special as a result of being broken, 

and then it’s used as a metaphor for 

people. But everyone’s broken. Bro-

ken people aren’t an exception.’ 

‘If everyone’s broken, is anyone?’ I 

suggest. I am a fan of adapting that 

‘When everyone’s super, no one will 

be’ Incredibles reference in various 

ways so that it sounds insightful. 

‘Very funny,’ she smiles. ‘The point 

still stands, because we maintain an 

ideal of perfection and most people 

still think that others at least occasion-

ally live up to that. I don’t think that 

anyone really thinks they’re perfect 

themselves, but we think it about oth-

er people. If someone did think they 

were perfect, then they’d definitely be 

broken. Some people are more broken 

and some people are less, but every-

one’s imperfect. Maybe your parents 

weren’t brilliant or you were bullied 

growing up; maybe you’re physically 

ill or have mental health issues. Peo-

ple can look flawless yet still be 

cracked by experiences.’ 

‘But then they get fixed,’ I input. 

‘There’s no need to be permanently 

scarred by things that happen to you.’ 

‘No,’ Xanda concedes, ‘but just like 

in Kintsukuroi the cracks are still pre-

sent even if they no longer threaten 

the integrity of the piece. My practical 

point is that once you realise every-

one’s broken, you can stop feeling 

guilty about being less than perfect. 

Then you can become less self-

conscious about fixing yourself.’ 

‘Do you really think that nobody’s 

ever been perfect?’ I wonder, gazing 

pseudo-philosophically up St Giles. 

‘Surely there’s been one person in the 

whole of human history.’ 

‘Maybe.’ Xanda half-smiles, and sips 

her tea. ■ 

(Always nice to get some attention—

Ed..) 

Amanda Higgin 

Paper Cups and Pottery 

Although I didn’t give myself enough time to make this recipe 

vegan, it is completely vegetarian. The key ingredient of the 

dish is one of Tesco’s pre-prepared medleys of ‘vegetables with 

herbed butter’, particularly the one comprised of asparagus, 

edamame beans and tender stem broccoli etc.. 

 

It tends to be in the reduced section after holidays, branded 

‘Easter Medley’ or ‘Valentine’s Medley’ respectively. The oth-

er ingredients are not particularly expensive but the strong fla-

vour of the herb butter makes it a decent pasta dish. To be hon-

est, there’s so little to do that it’s barely a recipe, but it does 

make for a convenient, mid-week supper.    

 

Ingredients: 

Vegetable medley with herbed butter 

Juice of half a lemon 

Dried penne (for 2-3 people) 

Half a pot of crème fraîche 

A splash of vermouth (white wine or water work as substitutes) 

A handful of chives, finely chopped 

A pinch of salt 

Pepper to taste 

 

Method: 

 

1. Cook the vegetables according to instructions in either 

an oven or microwave. 

2. Boil the penne to al dente. 

3. Drain the water from the pasta pot. 

4. Add the vegetables to the drained penne along with the 

creme fraiche, lemon juice, and vermouth. 

5. Stir well, making sure that the vegetables are evenly 

spread. 

6. Once the butter has melted, combine with the crème 

fraîche to form a herbed sauce. 

7. If necessary, add more crème fraîche to increase the 

volume of sauce. 

8. Serve in bowls sprinkled with chives. 

9. Add salt and pepper to taste. ■ 

Alice Correia Morton 

THE COLUMN 

Cut-Price Cuisine 
Cheat’s Penne Primavera 

The Poor Print invites your contributions for our Trinity 2017 issues: 

Issue #20—Bodies.. (Deadline: Sunday, Week 5.) 

Issue #21—Growth. (Deadline: Sunday, Week 7.) 

Submit your pieces via thepoorprint@oriel.ox.ac.uk. 

Contribute to The Poor Print 

The Poor Print online 
Online-only features for this issue include our resident Slow Traveller 

Tobias Thornes in his journey to St Petersburg. Read this and more at 

www.thepoorprint.com. 

https://brokenships.com/explore
https://brokenships.com/explore
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F leetwood Mac are 

described by many 

as the epitome of a 

’70s band. They 

were cool, they were troubled, and 

they produced music that went 

straight to the soul. Fleetwood Mac 

developed very different musical 

feelings over time as their band 

frequently changed its line-up. The 

way members would leave and re-

turn is odd, but seems to work for 

them, as they have sold over 100 

million records worldwide. 

‘The Mac’ are famous as much for 

their messy intra-band relationships 

and personal lives as for their mu-

sic, but the band’s haunting lyrics 

and energetic rhythms have ce-

mented them as a foundation of old

-school rock ‘n’ roll. In some mod-

ern cases such as One Direction, 

band politics can sometimes take 

over the music. The band then finds 

it hard to get back to writing good 

stuff together, since all the rest of 

the world wants to see is public 

displays of love/anger. Fleetwood 

Mac fought off this temptation to 

just provide the public with scan-

dal, and channelled all their energy 

into music.  What emerged was 

Rumours. In my opinion it is the 

best of Fleetwood Mac, drawing on 

the tortured relationship between 

recently-joined lead singer Stevie 

Nicks and guitarist Lindsey Buck-

ingham, and the heartbreaking di-

vorce between two pillars of the 

band – John and Christine McVie. 

Rumours takes you on a journey 

through the peaks and troughs of 

deteriorating relationships. When I 

asked my Dad for his thoughts on 

the album, he described it as the 

ultimate breakup album, which is a 

fair analysis. The outpouring of 

emotion from the three main song-

writers is the soundtrack to their 

respective breakups. As a relation-

ship breaks down, there are mo-

ments where you feel angry, but 

positive. Buckingham’s ‘Go Your 

Own Way’ captures the essence of 

wanting this person to get the hell 

away from you, but also having the 

lingering feeling of wanting them 

to be happy. There are moments of 

denial – trying to pretend that you 

both want the same things and that 

everything is ok. However, Nicks’s 

‘I Don’t Want to Know’ tells us 

that pretending is useless – it is a 

façade. Then finally there are mo-

ments of nothingness. ‘Songbird’, 

Christine McVie’s piercing ballad, 

is in my opinion one of the most 

beautiful songs ever written. The 

rising and falling piano melody 

accompanies McVie’s quiet and 

simple lyrics to serve as a lament-

ing ode to her crumbling band. I 

have listened to the song a ridicu-

lous number of times, and yet it is 

still quite inexplicable to me how 

such simple repetition in the ending 

phrase, And I love you, I love you, 

I love you, like never before man-

ages to create quite the depth of 

emotion it does. It is hard not to 

feel a slight sense of voyeurism 

when listening to Rumours, with 

the songwriters’ honesty providing 

a scarily clear view into their inner-

most thoughts. 

Another draw of Rumours is the 

sound of it. By 1977, Fleetwood 

Mac were known for their uncon-

ventional recording methods and 

their desire for the perfect sound. It 

is for this reason that Bucking-

ham’s guitar was restrung every 20 

minutes when recording ‘Never 

Going Back Again’, since one of 

the sound engineers noticed that 

they lost the brightness of their tone 

after that long. Other odd sounds 

include the use of a chair as a per-

cussion instrument in ‘Second 

Hand News’, the song that is Buck-

ingham’s harshest criticism of 

Nicks’s reaction to their break up. 

Whilst some may argue this perfec-

tionism was unnecessary, it is unde-

niable that Fleetwood Mac had a 

guitar twang and off-beat rhythm 

that fitted their songs perfectly. For 

them, the album and the music had 

to be perfect - because everything 

else was falling apart. They wanted 

to create the best album they could, 

almost to prove to themselves that 

they were still functioning people. 

Their personal lives may have been 

an absolute mess, but if they had 

their music, they had something. 

They understood that they needed 

to be at their lowest points person-

ally to make their best music. As 

Stevie Nicks drawls in ‘Dreams’ – 

Thunder only happens when it’s 

raining. ■ 

Rumours 
Eleanor Juckes 

F or a man who has a 

lot to say, Brian 

Eno doesn’t al-

ways say that 

much. High Life, 

his 2014 collaborative album with 

Karl Hyde, is relatively verbose; 

Eno is nowadays best known for his 

pioneering albums of ambient mu-

sic, beginning in the 1970s. Yet 

you’d be hard-pressed to find any 

of the lyrics to High Life online. 

Perhaps the lyrics don’t really mat-

ter that much. Eno’s distinctive 

singing style is vitally important to 

the album’s aesthetic, almost com-

pletely without vibrato, creating a 

drone-like quality. The singer be-

comes merely another instrument 

among many; the sustained melodic 

lines and mumbled articulation 

seamlessly blend Eno’s voice into 

the texture. 

The influence of Eno’s experience 

in ambient music is evident 

throughout. None of the ‘songs’ 

utilise structures that can be likened 

to those of a standard pop song, 

instead using additive processes 

that create a static temporal state. 

‘Return’ may employ full sentences 

in the lyrics, but harmonically the 

song simply oscillates between two 

chords as the texture continually 

thickens over a period of nine 

minutes. ‘Time to Waste It’ is 

simply built on a one-bar groove, 

and the lyrics are entirely meaning-

less (as far as I can tell) – a collage 

of phrases thrown together by intui-

tion. The method is a speciality of 

Eno’s. 

Yet it would be wrong to say that 

Eno were at the centre of High Life. 

‘Cells and Bells’, the perfect closer, 

is serene enough to have easily 

come from an Eno solo album and, 

despite their incessant pulses, nei-

ther ‘Return’ nor ‘Lilac’ is exactly 

a dance track. But High Life as a 

whole is far more varied – ‘Time to 

Waste It’, with its heavily pro-

cessed Soul samples, feels like a 

‘70s groove that’s been cut into tiny 

pieces and reassembled by a 21st-

century robot with no clue what to 

do. ‘DBF’, meanwhile, is furiously 

aggressive: a frenetic instrumental 

track that melds West African in-

fluences with 21st-Century elec-

tronic music. (The album’s name is 

almost certainly derived from 

‘Highlife’, the name given to a gen-

re of jazz-inflected West African 

pop music that emerged in the 20th 

Century.) Karl Hyde’s guitar signa-

ture guitar technique is the glue 

holding the album together, provid-

ing a driving rhythmic force and 

blending the texture throughout. 

The standout track of the album is 

‘Lilac’. The texture begins simply – 

just Karl Hyde’s guitar and elec-

tronic percussion – but grows; the 

soup thickens with each iteration as 

new lines are added to the mix. 

Especially noticeable are Eno’s 

vocal harmonies, which are slowly 

layered onto the track as it pro-

gresses. Absent over the central 

instrumental section (beginning at 

4:35), their return at 8:50 feels co-

lossal: a sea of Brian Enos bearing 

down upon you. 

‘Lilac’ is mostly supported by an 

oscillation of G major and D major 

chords. The effect is to lull the lis-

tener into expecting nothing more, 

creating an extraordinary lift in 

mood when a stray C major chord 

is struck – the simple made radical. 

Nine and a half minutes are carried 

by only two lines of text, an apho-

rism blissfully repeated over and 

over ad infinitum. ‘The door be-

tween us is lilac. Made of some-

thing like light. But not.’ ■ 

High Life 

Alex Waygood 

O ften, we would think of ‘fracture’ in music to be negative. 

Smooth, slick and overproduced pop has been the order of 

the charts for quite some time now.  Yet there are many 

great artists who challenge this. 

To me, fracture has three possible meanings in music. We have those who 

write about their experiences of break-ups, the fracturing of love. Leon-

hard Cohen’s ‘Hey That’s No Way to Say Goodbye’ is a perfect example 

of the carving apart of hearts– in this case ‘it’s come to distance and both 

of us must try’. 

Then there are those great artists who break down what we consider the 

usual formation of songs. Hip-Hop is my favourite example of this. Wu-

Tang’s ‘C.R.E.A.M’ breaks down rhythm, whilst contrasting tough voices 

with smooth piano. The content of the Clang’s seminal piece also speaks 

to the fracture in modern capitalism: whilst some get richer, others strug-

gle; ‘cash rules everything around me’. Kanye, as controversial as he may 

be, is the hip-hop king of fracture. Famed for his amazing samples, he 

cuts and slices his songs as he chooses. The contrasting chorus and verse 

in ‘Bound 2’ are testament to his skills at making the unblendable blend. 

Then we come onto artists who talk about their emotional fracturing and 

mental health struggles. The theme of depression in music is synonymous 

with Joy Division. ‘Disorder’, my favourite Joy Division track, is a cry 

for someone to take control of the protagonist’s life. He feels nothing in a 

fast-moving world. With this diverse range of songs in hand, it is clear 

most of us need to broaden our musical horizons regarding fracture. The 

artists that mix it up, or write from the heart, are always the most intri-

guing. ■ 

Chamber of reflection// Mac DeMarco 

‘No use looking out, It’s within that brings that lonely feeling’ 

Bound 2// Kanye West 

‘Close your eyes and let the word paint a thousand pictures, One good girl 

is worth a thousand bitches’ 

Breakdown// Grace Jones 

‘Breakdown, I’m standin’ hear can’t you see, Breakdown, It’s all right, 

it’s all right.’ 

Reflektor// Arcade Fire 

‘Trapped in a prison, in a prism of light’ 

(Nothing But) Flowers// Talking Heads 

‘And as things fell apart, Nobody paid much attention’ 

Where is My Mind?// Pixies 

‘Where is my mind? Way out in the water see it swimming’ 

Disorder// Joy Division 

‘I’ve got the spirit, lose the feeling’ 

C.R.E.A.M.// Wu-Tang Clang 

‘Cash rules everything around me’ 

Break On Through// The Doors 

‘You know the day destroys the night, night divides the day’ 

Post Break-Up Sex// The Vaccines 

‘When you love somebody but you find someone, And it all unravels and 

it comes undone’ 

Fracture// Bombay Bicycle Club 

‘When the lights out and all the fracturing starts, You’re just paying for 

some action you lost in the dark’ 

Happy Family// Sundara Karma 

‘Heavens have you seen the news that’s on the screen, It’s all violence, 

heartbreak and misery’ 

We Used To Be In Love// Clean Cut Kid 

‘I still find you face in every girl I see, and every touch is not enough’ 

Lua// Bright Eyes 

‘I know you have a heavy heart, I can feel it when we kiss, so many men 

stronger than me have thrown their backs out trying to lift it’ 

Avalanche// Leonard Cohen 

‘The crumbs of love that you offer me, They’re the crumbs I’ve left be-

hind’ 

Us and Them// Pink Floyd 

‘Black and blue, and who knows which is which and who is who’  

Fracture: a Playlist 
Georgia Robson 
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I  was first intro-

duced to the mu-

sic of T. Rex, 

when I watched 

the childhood 

classic film Billy Elliot, which 

opens with Billy placing Electric 

Warrior on a turntable and skip-

ping the needle to ‘Cosmic Danc-

er’. However, Electric Warrior was 

released almost thirty years before 

the film was, at the end of 1971. It 

was the second studio album for the 

band under the guise of T. Rex 

(fronted by Marc Bolan), and was 

by far their most successful album 

to date, becoming the best-selling 

album of 1971.  

Electric Warrior showed a progres-

sion of the new sound that had de-

buted in their previous album T. 

Rex a year earlier, and was a defini-

tive move away from Bolan’s more 

folk-oriented hippy sound. Despite 

this, Electric Warrior retains an 

acoustic vibe whilst incorporating a 

full electric band, which I think is 

most clear in the song ‘Cosmic 

Dancer’ – a long standing favourite 

among Bolan enthusiasts. It was 

this new sound that, in hindsight, 

many mark as the beginning of 

Glam Rock, a genre that would go 

on to influence music giants such as 

David Bowie. (Bowie’s ‘Lady Star-

dust’ is written about Bolan.) 

Electric Warrior was a form of 

experimentation for Bolan. In turn-

ing away from his previous folky 

works, he began to dip his toe into 

the waters of Rock to see what he 

what he could create next. As it so 

happens, it was both a critical and 

chart success both in the UK and 

stateside. This experimentation 

comes across both in the relative 

simplicity of the album and in some 

rather bizarre lyrics. Just take one 

of the stanzas from the opening 

track of the album, ‘Mambo Sun’: 

Upon a savage lake / make no mis-

take I love you / I got a powder 

keg / and my wig’s all pooped for 

you. 

Electric Warrior’s experimentalism 

may have its roots in the sporadic 

fashion by which it was written.. 

Tony Visconti, the album's produc-

er, recalled Bolan's process in an 

interview with Rolling Stone maga-

zine: ‘He was writing in hotel 

rooms and on gigs. He would have 

the guys come in and listen, and I 

would hear 'em in demo form. I 

remember when we did “Jeepster” 

and “Get It On” and all that… He 

was teaching them the backing vo-

cals, and Bill Legend was figuring 

out his drum part on the back of a 

guitar. The whole album was done 

in that fashion.’ All you have to do 

is listen to the last thirty seconds of 

both ‘Jeepster’ and ‘Cosmic Danc-

er’, and this writing style is very 

clear. Both feature simple, repeti-

tive chord progressions overlaid 

with improv-like solos (on guitar 

and drums respectively). 

In addition to ‘Jeepster’, ‘Get It 

On’ was the other single off Elec-

tric Warrior, and has become T. 

Rex’s best-selling single of all 

time.  Beginning with an immedi-

ately recognisable bass, followed 

by Bolan’s purr-like, silky-smooth 

voice, it begins restrained and 

builds throughout the song; you 

can’t help but smile at it. Dotted 

with the odd saxophone and lead 

guitar solo, along with an occasion-

al run down the piano keys, this 

song is definitely more of a refresh-

ing pick-up compared to the rest of 

the album (although this isn’t to say 

in the slightest that Electric Warrior 

is a downer). This song really has 

stood the test of time, and makes 

for an absolute cracker of a driving 

song. 

‘Cosmic Dancer’ is definitely my 

favourite track off the album. It is 

quite a long ballad at over four 

minutes, and you really sink into it. 

For me, it lets me slip into a bit of a 

trance that means that, for those 

few minutes, I worry about nothing. 

In particular, I love the childhood 

theme, which really enables you to 

sit back, relax and reflect on what-

ever’s on your mind. Thinking back 

to Billy Elliot, I also love this song 

so much because it makes me think 

of one my favourite-ever films.  

All in all, Electric Warrior is one of 

those albums that you can stick on 

whenever, and I guarantee that you 

will not get bored. The mix of the 

more acoustic ballads with the 

more electric bangers creates an 

almost addictive, eclectic mix of 

music that gives a real insight to the 

famous partying mind that was 

Marc Bolan. Unfortunately he died 

in 1977 in a car crash, cutting the 

short the career of someone on the 

way to becoming a British music 

icon. Given that it’s getting to that 

time of the year, I would heartily 

recommend it for your revision 

playlists. It really chills you out, 

and is both great for when you want 

a break and for when you really 

want to crack on as well. Aside 

from the Electric Warrior album, T. 

Rex have also produced some great 

classic standalone singles such as 

‘Ride a White Swan’, ‘Children of 

the Revolution’, and ‘I Love to 

Boogie’. 

If you hadn't heard of T. Rex before 

this, I hope you'll go and give them 

a listen. Odds are, this early '70s 

Rock has inspired and shaped many 

of the artists you love today.  ■ 

Electric Warrior 

Joe Wilson 

E ver wanted to be 

lost in some bar 

down in Columbia 

with only a funk 

band, cocktails and some crazy 

dancing to entertain you? If so, this 

is the album for you. At the age of 

just 23, Derek Trucks released his 

third studio album Joyful Noise on 

2 September 2002. Having already 

worked as a guitarist alongside the 

greats such as Bob Dylan, Joe 

Walsh, Stephen Stills and the All-

man Brothers Band, Trucks can be 

trusted to create one if the best al-

bums of the noughties. 

The album features an eclectic mix 

music including styles such as Lat-

in, Indian, fusion jazz, blues, funk 

and even R&B. This may sound 

like too much to handle, but the 

fabulous guest vocalists and edgy, 

electric guitar solos from the band 

leader create a smooth link between 

the various styles. 

The opening title track immediately 

transports its audience to the sweet 

land of Gospel music with its una-

shamed use of the Hammond organ 

(Kofi Burbridge). Drummer Yonri-

co Scott brings a slick, funky beat 

to the mix, whilst Derek Trucks’s 

slide work oozes through the tex-

ture. This style is continued both in 

‘Every Good Boy’ and Susan 

Tedeschi’s confident and sultry 

version of James Brown’s song 

‘Baby, You’re Right’. 

From this energising track we are 

transported from the Gospel Church 

to a more dream-like state in ‘So 

Close, So Far Away’ in which the 

music moves through a series of 

uplifting modulations in a thick yet 

growing texture that is typical of 

the Derek Trucks Band. This instru-

mental interlude is soon interrupted 

with the husky vocals of soul man 

Solomon Burke (one of the found-

ing fathers of soul music in the 

1960s) in ‘Home in Your Heart’. 

Burke had, in fact, recorded this 

track 30 years earlier, and it is in-

teresting to compare the two ver-

sions of the classic southern rock 

song, originally written by Otis 

Blackwell. Derek Trucks takes the 

track at a much quicker pace, add-

ing guitar distortion and creating a 

greater sense of urgency to the orig-

inal, more laid-back version. Yet 

Burke does not show his age, and 

takes the lead on the new song 

‘Like Anyone Else’ with his power-

ful, sexy voice. 

After this storm of noise, Rahat 

Fateh Ali Khan, a renowned Paki-

stani musician, joins the band with 

‘Maki Madni’. In this version of the 

traditional Qawwali tune, the tabla, 

guitar drones and Eastern vocals 

are fused with Trucks’sblues guitar 

playing. This fusion makes for an 

interesting and somewhat liberating 

sound that leads neatly into my 

favourite track of the album: ‘Kam 

- Ma - Lay’. This steamy salsa/

funk/rock fusion features Rubén 

Blades, a Panamanian singer, on 

vocals, and reminisces Carlos San-

tana’s fusion albums. Featuring an 

epic instrumental flute solo from 

the album’s keyboardist Burbridge, 

one can even find oneself transport-

ed to Ron Burgundy’s talent down 

at Tino’s, Seattle. Burbridge also 

supplies the album with his electric 

jazz composition ‘Lookout 31’, 

featuring multiple tight drum solos 

that allow Scott to let rip. This met-

al-like jazz track shows the band’s 

great skill in their ability to stay 

together through syncopation, ad-

venturous harmonies and virtuosic 

solos. The eclectic album ends on a 

jazzy note with the instrumental 

track ‘Frisell’, which could be seen 

as an homage to one of America’s 

greatest guitarist Bill Frisell. The 

ballad has a lazy feel to it with the 

distortion and slide techniques used 

by Derek Trucks. 

When listening to Joyful Noise, you 

can’t help but start dancing and 

singing along in joy. This slick al-

bum retains a rough quality which 

can transport you to a live atmos-

phere, as well as transporting you 

around the world with its eclectic 

style and amazing guest artists. The 

band’s talent is undeniable in this 

album, which simply sparkles with 

life.  ■ 

Joyful Noise 
Fifi Korda 

W e want people 

to hear the 

stuff and 

make up their 

own stories because we captured a 

snapshot of this feeling that is 

available. Lyrics have to allow the 

music to talk on its own in-between 

and the music has to let the lyrics 

stir you, burn, lift you.’ 

—A.O.S.O.O.N. 

The wash that is the music of Lon-

don-based duo A.O.S.O.O.N. cre-

ates waves gently lapping around 

your ears, humming back and forth. 

Their music is the sound of the end 

of the night when things are quiet-

er, the ripples of guitar like the 

swirl of the dregs at the bottom of a 

beer. 

Having created their own genre that 

they call ‘gangsta folk’ and slotted 

snugly into it, the pair are captivat-

ing listeners from a whole range of 

backgrounds. Their ability to merge 

two starkly different vibes, which 

they attribute to having grown up in 

and fully engaged with the variety 

of cultures present in London, is 

revealed in both the sound and the 

lyrics of each track. 

Their first EP, the self-titled A lot 

of Something Out of Nothing, be-

gins with the undulating guitar of 

‘Under’. It cradles you, submerges 

you and allows you to return fresh 

to the world, reassuring you that 

‘when we go under / we don’t stay 

down / we come up’. As one of the 

more hopeful sounds on the EP, the 

lyrics ‘life is no coincidence / it’s 

what you make it’ echo in their per-

fect pronunciation long after the 

song has died away. 

A.O.S.O.O.N. credit their creative 

energies to yoga and meditation, to 

a calm reflection that is so evident 

in the sway of the sound. Whilst 

their earlier music holds a sense of 

questioning and overcoming the 

world, more recently they have 

injected hope into their sound; they 

have filled it with the adventure, 

the freedom and the restlessness of 

youth. Their latest work seems to 

hold a quality of expansion and 

experimentation wrapped around 

the raw, minimal essence that sits at 

the heart of their expression. 

It is obvious that the duo remains 

faithful to expressing their own 

unique voice at all times. This is 

never clearer than during a perfor-

mance, where the audience are 

gripped, clinging to each note and 

absorbing every detail of the show 

down to the faded ink of the band’s 

name on the kerb of Marisa’s hand. 

It feels organic - each word so full 

of meaning, and cloaked in a soft 

English accent that lends itself so 

well to the smooth, speech-like 

quality of the music. 

In everything the band have creat-

ed, they have sought to ‘pick the 

words that best represented what 

the feeling was telling you’. What 

could be more pure than that? ■ 

A Lot of Something Out of Nothing 

Jennifer Potter 


